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One of the best studied problems in combinatorial search theory concerns the selection of 
thi: sth largest element out of an unknown linear order. In this paper, the corresponding 
protfem, how to find the sth and Eth largest elements, is treated. Two general ower bounds 
and some upper bounds are derived, and it is shown that an algorithm selecting any two 
elements (whatever their positions) can never be faster than selection of the top two e’ :ments, 
thereby answering a question of 6. Katona. §ome remarks on recognition and asymptotux are 
added. 
One of the most intensively studied problems in combinatorial search is 
the selection problem. It calls for determining the minimum number Of 
binary comparisons necessary to select he sth largest element out of an unknown 
linear order on n eiements. Numerous lower and upper bounds fo 
known. (See, e.g. Fussenegger-Gabow [4], Aigner [l], Katona [S], or 
A natural and interesting eneralization asks for the minimum number l&(n) 0; 
comparisons required to select the tth and sth large element, ‘I S t < s S n. 
Equivalently, VJn) is the cost of producing the poset ,S of Fig. 1 (see Aigner 
[l]). Since the problem is symmetric around the middle level, we 
t S n/2. 
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Fig. 1. 
In this section we derive two general ower bounds by employing a technique 
similar to the one introduced by Fussenegger and Gabow [4]. Let P be any poset 
on n elements. An up-set U s P is defined by the property x E U, y ax 3 y E U. 
Siwnilarly, a dowvset D E P is defined by x E D, y sx 3 y E D. By Max P and 
Mis P we denote the maximal and minimal elements of P, respectively, with 
max P = IMax PI, min P = IMin PI. Let T be any poset with t elements, and B be 
a poset with b elements, t + b s n. PTpR shall denote the poset with top-part T, 
bottom-puti B and n - (t + b) unrelated elements in between (see Fig. 2). 
Gur poset fiS of Fig. 1 is of tk form PT 3 where ;F = l e 
v 
r-1 , and B = . 
I% 
i& “cii 
We say that an algorithm SQ produces PT.B if for all end-posets Q of &, 
be embedded into Q in an order-preserving way. Let us denote this 
fact by PTB G Q. Note that s is an order relaticon on the set of all (noa- 
isomorphic) posets on n elements, with the chain as maximal element and the 
antichain as minimal element. Note further that R s Q implies max R 3 max Q, 
Let us denote by VT,&) the worst-case cost of producing PT.-+ To desive our 
0 T 
X 
~T=YJ n- (t+b) 
X 
0 
B PT,B 
Fig. 2. 
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j we define the following adversary function f
W,D) 
where the summation is extended over 
down-sets D of R such that (U( = t, ID1 = b 
Examples. If R. is totally unrelated, then 
f(Ro) = (;)(” ib)‘,” 
all pairs (U, D) of up-spts U and 
and UnD=8. 
(2) i 
On the otter hand, for any poset Q 3 Prns we have 
f(Q) s 2mhT+-3, 
(3) 
since Q contains precisely one up-set T’ of size t and one down-set B’ of she b 
with min T’ s min T, max B’ s max B by our remark above. 
Theoreml, ForITI=t, lBl=b, t+b~~, wehave 
v~,~(~J a (t - min T) + (b - max B) + [log(I)(n T “)1 l 
. 
Proof. Let & be any optimal algorithm solving the T, B-problem starting with 
Ro, and suppose R is a poset arising in ~2. Let a :b be the next comparison, and 
let R(a c b), R(a > b) be the resulting posets after a : b. 
To prove the theorem it suffices by (2) and (3) to show that 
f 0 sf @ia < b)) + f (R(o! > b))= (4) 
Consider an arbitrary summand s( U, D) = 2*inu+manD of f(R), and let s<(U, D) 
and s&J, D) be the corresponding terms in R(a c b) and R(a 3 b), respectively, 
where we use the convention s,(U, D) = 0 or s,(U, D) = 0 if (U, D) is not a 
suitable pair any more. To prove (4) we show for any such summand 
s(U, D)ss,(U, D) +s>(U, D). (5) 
We distinguish several cases: 
(i) If a, b E U, then min U goes down by at most 1 in b 
R(a > b), while max W remains unchanged, whence s,(U, 
i(s(U, D) +sjU, D)) =s(U, D). 
(ii) If a, b E D, then the same 
(iii) If a E U, 6 $ U, then s,(U, 
(iv) If a E D, b $ D, then s<( 
(v) Ifa,b$UUD, thenmi 
R(a > b), from which again (5) results. 
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Taking all cases together we have (5), and thus the result. Cl 
Setting s = n - b -I- 1, we obtain for the double selection 
. Fotanyna2, and lst<ssn, 
V&(n) 3 n - (s - t + 1) + 
[ 0r31* log 
VI,Jn) 2 (n -s) + [ log (,:,)(s-1)1 (SW* 
(6) 
(8) 
(9) 
In particular, (7) yields the Kislitsyn bound for s = 2. Note that by employing tk 
adversary in Fussenegger-Gabow [4] one obtains 
I&Jn) a (n -s) + 
I L:Ib~l log , 
which is a weaker bound than (7) for s 2 5. 
d (6) is probably quite good for t, s in the range s - t s n/2. For 
n/2 the following usually better bound can be derived using a different 
adversary function (again inspired by Fussenegger-Gabow 141). The relative 
gth of the bounds in Theorems 1 and 2 is discussed in Section 4. 
e need some definitions. If P is a finite poset, then e(P) denotes the number 
of linear extekons of P. An element which is not related to any other element of 
P is c&d isolated, and we denote by i(P) the number of isolated elements in P. 
Thus a is isolated iff it is both maximal and minima!. Let us denote by maxp P the 
number of proper maximal elements of P (i.e. of those maximal elements which 
are above at least one other element of P), and similarly by minp P thg number 
minimal elements. Note that R s Q implies e(R) 2 e(Q). 
ese preparations we can prove the following theorem. 
I=b, t+ban, wehave 
. 
--l)*+P- + 1) denotes the falling factorials of length k. 
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For any poset R we set u 
maxp(R-_(UUD))+minp(R-(UUD))+$(R-(UUD)) 
? 
(KD) 
where the summation is extended over all 
down-sets D with ]Uj = t - 1, 1 
compute 
disjoint pairs of u 
the totally unrelated 
g(R()) = [n],_&z -t + l]&l2*@--t+l-b+I) 
= 
1 I 
12 t+b_22%n-+w+3, 
since e(S) = s! for any unrelated set S with ISI = s. 
On the other hand, whenever Q a PT.B, then maxp(Q - (U u D)) = 
(U U D)) = 1. i(Q - (U U D)) = 0 for any pair (U, D) appearing in 
thus 
= 4e(T’)e(B’) S 4e(T)e(B), 
DEB’ 
(121 I 
since for the top-part T’ of Q we clearly have e(T’) = &T e(U), and similarly 
for B’. 
Thus it remains to prove in the notation of Theorem 1, that 
g(R) s @(a < b)) + g(R(a ’ 0. 
holds for all posets R. 
(13) 
The proof of (13) is again accomplished by considering each individual 
summand 
s( U, D) = e( U)e(D)2 maxp(R-(l/UD))+minp(R-(UUD))+$(R-(IYUD)) . 
We again have 5 cases as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
(i) If a, b E U, then e(D) and the last factor in s(U, D) remain unchanged 
while e(U) = e<(U) + e,(U), where e<(U) counts the linear extensions of U U 
{a < b} together with all relations transitively implied by Q < b; si 
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ary2. Foranyna2, and lst<ssn, 
l&(n) 2 
[ 
$(s - t - 1) + 1 + log 
(:)L: Jl* 
Examples. 
(14) 
V t,n-t+l n 0 I( 3 $n - 2s) + 1 + log (t:l)(n;:;l)j (1+)* (15) 
v,,s(n) 3 I 3s y-2+log : (sa2). ( )1 
Note that (16) yields for s = n the result of Pohl. Comparison of (9) and (16) 
shows that (16) is the better bound for s large. 
3. Upper bounds 
Suppose 1Gtts G n, then for s - t small the following result provides a good 
upper bound. 
‘I’heorem3. Forl~<s~~, 
V&(n) S (n - s) + (t - 1) [log(n - t + 2)] + ‘s [log(n - i>] . (17) 
i=t-1 
roof. Pick any subset A of n - t + 2 elements and set up a balanced tournament 
to determine the top element a of A (see Knuth [7]). This takes n -t + 1 
comparisons. Since a dominates at least n - t + 1 elements, it is above the tth 
element in the linear order. By inserting the remaining t - 2 elements one by one 
into the tournament we need at most (t - 2) [log(n - t + 2)] further comparisons 
to determine all the t - I top elements. Now, using the same tournament, we 
obtain the tth element, (t + 1)st element, . . . , sth element by the method of 
tree selection (see Knuth [7] p. 214)) with at most [log(n - t -o- 2)1 + . . l + 
[log(n - s + 2)] - (s - t + 1) further comparisons. 0 
es. ’ 
V,+(n) s (n -s) + (s - 2) [log(n -s + 3)1 + [log(n - s + 2)1 (18) 
V,+Jn) S (n - s) + (s - 3) [log(n -s -I= 4)1 + [log(n - s + 3)1 
+ [log(n -s + 2)j. (19) 
ison of (18) a s coincide for s G 4 and 
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Fig. 3. 
Now suppose we want to select an element from near the top and one near the 
bottom. After the known result VIJn) = [3n/21 - 2 the next interesting case is 
t =2, s = n. The lower bound in (143 yields 
V2,n(n) 3 2 
1 
3n-7 
-+logn (na3). 1 
An upper bound was established in Fussenegger-Gabow [4] which is slightly 
improved by the following result. 
Theorem 4. For my a 3 3, 
v2.m s 
1 1 3n 2 lo + [log(3n - 1)l. (21) 
Roof. We distinguish four cases depending on n mod4. Let us just discuss 
n = 4k + 3, the other cases can be dealt with by analogous arguments. We split 
the elements into k groups Si containing 4 elements each, and one group T 
containing 3 elements. In each group Si we make two disjoint comparisons and 
then compare the two lower elements. In T we first make one comparison and 
then compare the lower of the two with the third. After these 3k + 2 comparisons 
we arrive at the poset of Fig. 3. 
The minimal element can now be determined by k further comparisons, 
whereas the two top elements can be determined, using at most 2k + [log(3k + 2)] 
more comparisons. (See Knuth [7j p. 219, ex.6, and note that no minimal 
element in Fig. 3 can be the second largest.) Altogether, this takes at most 
6k + 2 + [log(3A + 2)1 = 3n - 9/2 + rlog(3n - l)l = [3n - lo/21 + [log(3n - 1)1 
comparisons. Cl 
Comparison of (20) and (21) showc that the two bounds are at most h a 
that (20) is the exact value ‘ofsV&, whenever 
pwl 3 
------ai (n odd) 
n 
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For n = 7 it can be shown that V,,,(7) = 19 which equals bound (2i). The first 
undecided case is V,,,,( 13) = 28 or 21, the first undecided even case is V&(22) = 
34 or 35. 
4. Selecting any two elements 
Recall that it takes precisely (n - 2) + [log nl comparisons to select the first 
and second element. Katona suggested that the following sharper result may 
hold: Any algorithm that selects ome pair of consecutive elements takes at least 
as long. This conjecture was verified in Varecza [ 111. We now sharpen Varecza’s 
result still further by showing that there is no faster way to select any two 
elements than to select he top two. Let us make this precise. An algorithm & is 
successful in this context if at the end the positions of two elements are 
determined, whatever they may be. The claim is that the length of any successful 
algorithm is at least (n - 2) + [log nl . 
Lema. For lGP<sGn, tGn/2, na4, define 
i%n? =(, 1 l)(s 5 yn-(s-r+l) 
Then max&(n), &(n)) Z= 1t2n-2, for all t and s. 
Proof. It is an easy exercise in binomial coefficients o show that E,Jn) 3 n2?-2 
for s - t s n/2, while &Jn) 3 n2m’2 for s - t > n/2, thus proving our claim. Tl 
eorem 5. It takes at least (n - 2) + [log nl comparisons to select sortie pair of 
elements (regal*dless of their positions). 
roof. For n G 3, the result is trivial. Assume n 3 4. We associate with a poset R 
all functions &(R) = &,Dj 2mi”u+maxD as in (1) and all functions gJR) = 
&,D) e(We(W2 maxp(R-(UUD))+minp(R-(UUD))+fi(R-(UUD)) as in (10) for all t and 6, 
+: dth t + 6 s n, t s n/2. At the start, ft,b(RO) = (z)(” ; b)2r+b (as in (2)) and 
g,,&) = [n],+b-22t(n-‘-b’+3 (as in (11)). At the end, say after I comparisons, a 
pair of positions (to, so) is determined. Setting so = n + 1~. bo, this means that 
and gt0,b,(Q) =4e( T’)e( U’) S 4(to - l)! (n - so)! holds for all end- 
y (4) and (13) this, in turn, implies 2’ 2 max{(,,l l)(so~ *)2rr-(s~-r~+1), 
($)(l,‘-” *)2 &iI- too-1)-I-l } = wax&,,,,(n), j&,,(n)) 3 n2n-2, and thus the result. Cl 
Note that the lemma suggests, that the bound in (6) is good in the range 
S- t sl ft 12, whik for s - t > n I3 ls* the bound in (14) is to be preferred. 
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5. Some related recognition probhns 
In several papers, Varecza considered the following recognition problem raised 
by Katona. Let a and b be two bed elements and t, s be numbers, 1 SG t<S s JJ. 
How many tests v&) does it take to decide whether a is the tth largest element 
and b the sth largest element? As before, we may assume t cn/2. Suppose 
t =s - 1. By comparing b with all n - 1 other elements, we are finished unless 
it --s elements are below b, and s - 1 are above b (among them a). Now it takes 
s - 2 comparisons to decide whether a is the minimum of the top s - 1 elements. 
Thus ~~_i,&z) sn +s - 3. If s - t 3 2, then we can obviously spare the corn-- 
parison a : b, whence ~~,&z) G n + s - 4 for s - t > 2. 
Varecza [13] proved ~~_&z) = n+s-3forallnands~[n/2]. 
Here we treat the other extreme case vIJn). To derive the result p8,&z) = 
[3n/2] - 3, also due to Varecza [12], we use the following argument. Let us first 
give the probably shortest proof of Pohl’s result VI,,(n) = [3n/21 - 2. We just 
consider ViJn) 3 [3n/2] - i, the other inequality being trivial. With any poset P 
we associate the function h(P) = maxp(P) + minp( P) + $i(P), in the notation of 
Section 2. Now let d be a successful algorithm of length I determining the 
maximal and minimal element. If R is a poset arising in the course of & and x :y 
is the next comparison, then we stipulate the outcome x > y if x E Maxp(R) 
y $ Maxp@), x < y i x E Minp(R), y $ Minp(R), making arbitrary choices in all f 
other cases. It is obvious that with this rule, h(R) drops by at most 1. Since for 
the antichain RO, h(&) = $2, and for the end-poset Q, h(Q) = 2, we conclude 
2 3 k/2 - 1, and thus 13 3n/2 - 2. 
Theorem 6 [Varecza]. We hove R,,(n) = [3n/21 - 3 for n 3 3. 
hf. We use the function h(P) defined above, and enlarge our rule by 
stipulating a > z, b < z for all z. The only cases, when h(R) will drop by more 
than one, arise when the first comparison Q :z involving a has z E Maxp, and 
similarly when the first comparison b : w involving b has w E Minp. In these cases 
h(R) drops by 3, whence 2 3 3n/2 - I- 1, and thus 13 3n/2 - 3. The converse 
inequality is straightforward. El 
A variation of this recognition problem calls for deciding whether a and b are 
the maximal and minimal elements, regardless of their order. An obvious 
modification of our rule yields another result of Varecza that in this versio 
precisely [3n - l/21 - 2 corn arisons are required. 
6. Aisymptotics 
Let K(n) be the cost of the single selection 
very interesting conjecture 
ackelin 
lim vr~nl ( ) = 1 --x logx -(I -x)log(l -X) 
n-+@ P8 
(23) 
12 
which, in particular, would 
M.S. Aigner 
yield for the median problem 
(24) 
By a similar techni ue as in Section 2, it can be shown that 
K(n) 3 (n -s)+ [log(s:l)]* (25) 
Since the lower bounds (7) and (25) (divided by n) ave the same growth for 
fixed s, it seems reasonable to add the possibly easier conjecture (due to H&tad) 
equating ‘Y&n) with V,_,,,(n): 
lim v[xn10 = lim Vb+1. rxnl(n) 
n** n n-m n ’ 
Assuming (26), the lower bound (7) yields for the median 
(26) 
lim vfn&n), 2 ---/ 
ndc- n 
which would be better than the best knc wn lower bound 1.75 (see Pratt and Yao 
[9]), whereas the best known upper bound is 3 (see SC iinhage et al. 1 IQ]). 
Note added in pro& S.W. Bent and J.W. John have recently shown that (27) 
indeed holds. 
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